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Sergei Danilin: Saint 
Petersburg   

portrait  painter 
At cape ann 

 
       From Russia With Art Gallery is proud to 

represent at Cape Ann and New England, Sergei 

Danilin, a renowned artist in Russia, Europe, and 

the USA. Sergei is an accomplished landscape & 

portrait artist working in the classical tradition of 

Romantic Realism. His paintings combine a 

masterful technique, the strength of classical 

form and balance, a rich use of color, and a 

driving quest to reveal what he calls “the essence 

of the human soul.” 

 

     Sergei Danilin lives with his wife and family in 

St. Petersburg, Russia, which for three centuries 

was the epicenter of Russian art, literature and 

religion. He is a brilliant and talented 

representative of the classical painting tradition 

of the St. Petersburg Academy of Fine Arts.  

 

     In Europe, Sergei is mostly known for his 

historical paintings and portraits. In America, he 

is lauded as an individual and family portrait 

artist. Many of his clients have invited him to 

paint in their homes, to allow him to fully 

understand and capture the essence of their 

family and its surroundings. In these works, the 

viewer can observe the masterfully captured 

beauty and complexity of human relationships. In 

the United States, Danilin is well known by 

people who cherish and appreciate exceptional 

art. Families who own and have commissioned 

his work are some of the best known art 

collectors in the world.  

 

     Please contact From Russia With Art Gallery 

in Cambridge which officially represents the artist 

at fromrussiawithart@gmail.com and by phone 

857 756 1815 (Olesya & Jerry Koenig) to obtain 

more information and/or commission individual 

or family portraits. 

 

    

                                                       
“Padan and Blue” oil on canvas, 34”x38”, 2015.     Featured 

at the 19th BIFAS at Cyclorama, Boston Center for the Arts 
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